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INTRODUCTION

THINKING GLOBALLY

EHS HUB
Saint-Gobain

Click on the icon above to keeping connected and
informed during the COVID-19 crisis

These are exceptional circumstances and Saint-Gobain
businesses must comply with the latest government advice on
Coronavirus (Covid-19) at all times. This UK & Ireland EHS
framework is prepared following extensive research to
internal best practices and referencing appropriate authorities
such as Compagnie Saint-Gobain key stakeholders and
government departments but may change at short notice.
Please go to the EHS HUB by clicking the EHS hub icon and
revisit this framework document regularly to check for
updates and amendments to current recommended advice

ACTING LOCALLY
Saint-Gobain sites operating during the Coronavirus (Covid-19)
crisis need to ensure they are protecting their colleagues,
customers and other third parties that come into contact with
our activities by minimising the risk of spread of infection. This
best available advice is intended to introduce simple,
consistent measures on Saint-Gobain sites of all types and
sizes to provide reassurance of the business commitment at
this time so that colleagues and third parties make best
endeavours to comply

Where it is not possible to follow
the social distancing guidelines in
full in relation to a particular
activity, you should consider
whether that activity needs to
continue for the site to continue to
operate, and, if so, adopt the
mitigating control measures
recommended in this framework to
reduce the risk of transmission

The health, safety and
environmental requirements of any
Saint-Gobain activity must not be
compromised at this time. If an
activity cannot be undertaken
safely, without protecting personal
health or without adversely
affecting the environment , then it
should not take place

Our shared operating values at
all times

RECALIBRATING FOR NEWWAYS OF WORKING
Some examples of the sort of things that colleagues should consider as part of preparing for a new way of working
Some examples of the sort of things that I may need to consider as part of my new way of working
How will I travel to and from work
•

Prepare your mind

consider avoiding public transport and cycle to work if that’s an option – walk maybe?– that’s good for my health and wellbeing - maybe even car sharing
needs more thought so I know I and my colleagues are safe. Wherever possible colleagues should travel to site alone using their own transport. If
colleagues have no option but to share transport then journeys should be shared with the same individuals and with the minimum number of people at any
one time
• Good ventilation (i.e. keeping the windows open) and facing away from each other may help to reduce the risk of transmission
• The vehicle should be cleaned regularly using gloves and standard cleaning products, with particular emphasis on handles and other areas where
passengers may touch surfaces

On arrival at work

Returning to work should and will
feel different for many, if not all our
colleagues. The current crisis has
challenged our ways of thinking and
working like never before as well as
how we socialize and interact with
others. If we are to be successful in
developing and sustaining our
revised safe operating procedures in
support of this framework, then each
and every one of our colleagues
needs to be open to adopting and
thinking about new work routines to
support new ways of working

• consider washing my hands immediately before going to my place of work. Not something I would normally do but times are different
• remember that my Hands must be washed with soap and warm water for at least 20 seconds – not just a quick rinse
• remember to collect my PPE if I need it and ensure it is clean and fit for purpose; following all recommended advice

Before starting work

•
•
•
•
•

attend the daily briefing before I start work with my line manager and colleagues – never used to but times are different
remember the 2m rule, hand-washing and PPE protocols that may have been agreed in response to latest advice
remember my colleagues – I need to make an effort to leave all shared areas and equipment clean and tidy –
consider the impact of rushing or cutting corners, and that safety must be at the forefront of my mind to keep me safe and healthy – and my colleagues too
remember to not keep touching my face all the time if I haven’t washed my hands as this is what transmits the virus.

During breaks

• remember to wipe down all desks, work surfaces and work equipment –particularly all “high traffic” areas and equipment that is regularly used
• encourage my colleagues to adhere to the guidance and use all the relevant advice to keep us all safe

End of the Day

• remember to sanitise all touch points I have come into contact with, including door handles, desks, phones, keyboards, forklift & vehicle / machine controls
& access handles and inside driver cabs.
• remember to clear my work area and leave it tidy ready for work the next day – even storing my PPE away securely
• remember to leave my workplace ready for myself or my shift colleague to get right back to work the following morning/shift

Before I leave for home

• remember to stay safe once I have left work too
• remember to thank my colleagues for their efforts in making our working day a team effort
• Remember that if there is a problem; I should report it to my line manager so that any issues can be dealt with.

STANDARD PRINCIPLES TO BE ADOPTED AT ALL TIMES
In support of this framework advice

KEEP A SAFE DISTANCE
When working with, meeting or speaking with
colleagues, customers and third parties, keep at
least 2 metres between each other where possible.
Avoid common physical contact such as
handshakes and sharing of items . Cover the nose
and mouth when coughing and sneezing with a
tissue or flexed elbow. Wash hands thoroughly
before returning to the work area.

KEEP YOUR WORK AREA CLEAN
Maintain an organised and hygienic set up in your
work area. Declutter and dispose of any unneeded
equipment and belongings to decrease the
available surface for virus to inhabit. Wipe down
your workstation and equipment with the provided
alcohol wipes throughout the day.

WASHHANDS
Maintain good hand and personal hygiene. Wash
hands regularly for at least 20 seconds with soap
and hot water or alcohol based disinfectant gel.
Also be sure to clean your wrists and lower arm
areas if exposed. Do not touch eyes or nose without
washing hands first.

PPE
A specific risk assessment should be carried out as
with all other know hazards. Only use PPE for its
designed purpose. Reusable PPE should be
thoroughly cleaned and only reused by one person.
Disposable PPE should be discarded correctly to
ensure it cannot be reused.

SIGNAGE
Where possible use Saint-Gobain branded
signage. Any signage should be clearly displayed,
informative, visible and appropriate. Have
confidence in the workplace signage and respect
the signage that is displayed. It is recommended
to rotate and refresh signage regularly to ensure
maximum impact

REPORTING
Report to your line manager should you sense
that a colleague might be ill or if you feel
unwell yourself. Please avoid doing so in
person and instead report via phone, text or
email to mitigate physical contact if possible.
Anyone who feels ill should immediately seek
medical assistance and be isolated until
clearance.

HYGIENE

1

1

HYGIENE

click here for
additional best
practice examples

CALL IN CUSTOMERSGENERAL

RESPIRATORY

1.

Adequate ventilation should be provided to all workplaces –
for example keep doors and windows open where possible
as long as no noise or nuisance is caused.

1.

2.

Work areas should be regularly maintained and illuminated
to reduce contact with machinery, scanners, switches,
latches etc.
Avoid using and handling shared equipment to reduce cross
contamination

2.

Promote the ‘catch it, bin it, kill it’ principle.

3.

Paper tissues shall be disposed of in closed bins. Bins shall be
lined and foot pedal operated. where possible
Ensure face masks are available at the workplace for use when
social distancing measures cannot be maintained

3.

4.

4.

Implement strict clean down regime at the end of each shift

Make available a supply of disposable / single use paper tissues
in the workplace. Keep a sufficient stock and check regularly and
keep topped up.

.

WORKPLACE

HANDS

1.

Make soap and water available to all persons in an appropriate
area controlled for distancing and hygiene

2.

Follow and promote good handwashing practice - wash your
hands with soap and water often for at least 20 seconds
(include forearms if exposed during work)

3.
4.

Dry hands thoroughly
Provide sanitizing hand rub dispensers in prominent places
around the workplace with appropriate signage,

5.

Ensure these are checked regularly and topped up

1.
2.
3.
4.

5.
6.

Plan a deep clean of the workplace before start-up
Recommended that cleaning equipment is either dedicated or
disposable.
Dedicated cleaning equipment e.g. mops to be disinfected
before next use.
Maintain a strict cleaning regime and focus on shared
surfaces and equipment by regular wipe down and
disinfectant regimes
Shared areas e.g. rest areas, control rooms to be disinfected
regularly throughout the shift
Declutter workspaces to decrease the available surface for
the virus to stick to

KEY POINTS

DISTANCING

2

2 DISTANCING

click here for
additional best
practice examples

1.

Where possible reduce the number of colleagues
required to operate an activity or process

1.

Ensure work areas and equipment is routinely cleaned
and disinfected.

2.

Keep colleagues in the same teams but allow for
staggered shift patterns or start up / shutdown to
avoid
larger
numbers
of
colleagues
congregating.
Increase supervision for activities and operations
in the workplace but wherever possible allow
colleagues to work from home.

2.

Where possible ensure workstations are designated
for 1-colleague with safe working zones marked out.
Key equipment such as FLTs should not be shared and
where this is not possible should be cleaned /
disinfected before use.
Ventilate workspaces where possible and consider
LEV ventilation if practicable

3.

3.

4.

REST & BREAK TIMES
1.
2.

Do not congregate at break or rest times.
If possible restrict the rest rooms and canteens to no

3.

more than 3 colleagues at a time or less if 2m cannot
be maintained.
Introduce staggered break times and display signage to

4.

remind colleagues about social distancing. Food and
drink should be brought in to work and not shared
where possible.
Single use disposal items (cups, plates etc.) should be
used where possible

KEY POINTS

WORKSTATIONS ANDEQUIPMENT

CALL
MINIMISING
IN CUSTOMERS
JOB ROTATION

Minimising colleague numbers and increasing
frequency of supervision

•

Increased cleaning of work areas and
equipment

•

Same teams / staggered work patterns

•

No sharing of equipment / plant

•

DO NOT put yourself or others at risk to complete a
job or transaction. The safety of yourselves &

Staggered breaks and occupancy restrictions in
canteens / rest rooms

•

Ventilation of work places

others to eliminate virus transfer is the only
priority.

•

Work from home if possible!

Not all scenarios can be foreseen or taken into
account, especially in unfamiliar environments.

Stop, think & make dynamic assessment / On the
job risk assessment of risks to ensure appropriate
precautions are taken for each activity or situation
2.

In order to achieve this, Saint-Gobain recommends;
•

DYNAMIC ASSESSMENTS
1.

Saint-Gobain requires you to maintain
a distance of 2-metres between
individuals, wherever possible

2 DISTANCING

click here for additional
best practice examples

1.

2.

3.

When interacting with customers the social
distance of at least 2 metres must be
maintained.
This may be achieved through floor
markings & signage along with queue
management systems.
In addition, where close contact maybe
experienced, physical barriers such as
Perspex screens should be considered.

1.
2.

3.
4.

Wherever possible take orders on-line or via the
phone.
Offer staggered collection times to limit the number
of people in our branches and sites and ensure
appointments with non-essential visitors are
postponed or cancelled.
Use agreed drop off / collection points.
Ensure
regular
announcements
and
communications such as team talks.

DELIVERED - TO CUSTOMERS
1.
2.

3.

Drivers must be briefed on 2 metres social
distances & hand hygiene standards.
Records of personal issue of masks and hand
sanitisers and the instruction provided on correct
use should be controlled and recorded.
Drivers must remain empowered to politely
ensure customers do not jeopardise their safety
by providing clear verbal guidance where
necessary on deliveries.

KEY POINTS

CUSTOMER INTERACTION

CALL INCALL
CUSTOMERS
- IN CUSTOMERS

Click icon for further
information

click here for
additional driver
safety guidance

Saint-Gobain requires you to
maintain a distance of 2-metres
between individuals, wherever
possible.
In order to achieve this, Saint-Gobain
recommends;
•

Limiting the number of people on site

•

Offering collection and delivery service and
staggering collection times

•

Use of queue management and one-way
systems to avoid congestion

•

Display signage on social distancing

•

Use physical barriers if needed

•

Remind colleagues regularly through
briefings.

SIGNAGE

3

3 SIGNAGE :

Recommended for customer focus and
to be refreshed on a regular basis
DISTANCING

HYGIENE
HAND WASHING

2 METRES DISTANCING

FLOOR MARKINGS

Click directly on the sign to take you to the EHS hub portal to
view recommended signage

EXIT & ENTRY POINTS
SYMPTOMS & PREVENTING SPREAD

3 SIGNAGE :

Recommended for customer focus and
to be refreshed on a regular basis

Click directly on the sign to take you to the EHS hub portal to
view recommended signage

CUSTOMER INTERFACE

CUSTOMER INTERFACE

CONTACTLESS PAYMENTS

INFORMATIONCUT-OUT

• Contactless Card /
Phone payments
• Online payments

• Show support for NHS
• Provide Information on what SaintGobain are doing to protect
customers and colleagues

PROTECTIVESCREENS

• Provide information on procedure
on site, i.e. number of customers
allow inside the branch at any one
time

• Customer facing
Counters
• Small units
* NOT AVAILABLE TO VIEW AT THIS TIME

* NOT AVAILABLE TO VIEW AT THIS TIME

3 SIGNAGE :
HYGIENE
Employee Signage

Recommended for customer focus and
to be refreshed on a regular basis
REPORTING
• Mental Wellbeing
• Home Working

Click directly on the sign to take you to the EHS hub portal to
view recommended signage

WELLBEING

3 SIGNAGE :
DISTANCING

Recommended for colleague focus and
to be refreshed on a regular basis

Click directly on the sign to take you to the EHS hub portal to
view recommended signage and supplier options

PPE

It is difficult to set guidance on how often disposable PPE should be
used before being discarded during the current COVI-19 situation - as
it is heavily dependant on the environment it is being used in and the
nature of use; as well as user care. We would recommend however
that where ever possible for general use in non complex situations
where social distancing measures cannot be adopted that disposable
PPE should be renewed up to 3 times during the working day if
required. All disposable PPE should be discarded after a high risk,
close proximity activity for extended periods and notwithstanding at
the end of the working day.

3 SIGNAGE :

Recommended for colleague focus and
to be refreshed on a regular basis

HYGIENE

MOBILE AND FIXED SANITISERS
Click icon for further information

Click directly on the sign to take you to the EHS hub portal to
view recommended signage and supplier options

3 SIGNAGE :

Recommended for colleague focus and
to be refreshed on a regular basis

Click directly on the sign to take you to the EHS hub portal to
view recommended signage and supplier options

Click icon for further information

3 SIGNAGE :

FIXED

MOBILE
Click icon for further information

Recommended for customer focus and
to be refreshed on a regular basis

Click directly on the sign to take you to the EHS hub portal to
view recommended signage and supplier options

S
N
E
E
Z
E
G
U
A
R
D
S
SIDE DISTANCING BARRIERS

SIDE DISTANCING BANNERS

Click icon for further information

Click icon for further information

3 SIGNAGE :

Recommended for customer focus and
to be refreshed on a regular basis

FLOOR GRAPHICS
Click icon for further information

Click directly on the sign to take you to the EHS hub portal to
view recommended signage and supplier options

3 SIGNAGE :

Recommended for customer focus and
to be refreshed on a regular basis

QUEUE MANAGEMENT

Click icon for further information

Click directly on the sign to take you to the EHS hub portal to
view recommended signage and supplier options

3 SIGNAGE :

Recommended for customer focus and
to be refreshed on a regular basis

DISTANCING
Click icon for further information

Click directly on the sign to take you to the EHS hub portal to
view recommended signage and supplier options

PPE

4

4 PPE

click here for
additional best
practice examples

1.

2.

In
. the context of Covid-19 we mean face masks and gloves.
Eye protection is optional and subject to risk assessment
to identify this added control measure for close proximity
high risk situations.

1.

2.

The PPE you need will depend upon where you work, how

To reduce the risk of PPE becoming contaminated, it should
be stored in a clean dry area until ready for use

There are various types of disposable and non-disposable
face masks which also offer different levels of protection,

FACE MASKS GENERAL
1.

when fitted correctly.
2.

Saint-Gobain will provide them – do not bring from home.

3.

The recommended ,mask types are KN95 or FFP2 –For
complex situations FFP3 masks should also be considered as
part of the risk assessment.

4.

All masks should conform to BS EN 149:2001+A1:2009 or any
equivalent standard

You need to consider controls and measures identified in
this framework for dealing with situations where social

distancing measures cannot sufficiently protect the
colleague

FACE MASKS
1.

The risk assessment should follow the same steps as for
any other normal risk assessment, with specific reference

to coronavirus

you interact with colleagues and the public, and your local
risk assessment.
3.

KEY POINTS

ASSESSING THE RISK

WHAT IS PPE?

2.

3.

All face masks should be well fitted, covering both nose
and mouth not be allowed to dangle around the neck of the
wearer after or between each use, not be touched once put
on
The durability of face masks is generally down to the
environment that it is used in and the maintenance/storage
practices adopted by the user.
Re-use a mask is allowed as long as the mask material/
respirator mechanism if fitted and securing attachments
maintains its structural and functional integrity and the
filter material is not physically damaged, soiled, or
contaminated .

click here for
face mask
fitting guidance

A risk assessment should be carried out to
identify the correct PPE to be used– specific
reference to Coronavirus should be made
during the assessment
In order to achieve this, Saint-Gobain recommends;
•

Only use PPE for its designed purpose

•

Reusable PPE should only be used by one
person and never shared

•

Disposable PPE should be discarded and
disposed of correctly to ensure it cannot be
reused
Non-disposable PPE should be cared for by the
user and cleaned and sanitised at regular
interval during the day and at the end of every
working day

•

4 PPE

click here for
additional best
practice examples

PUTTING ON & REMOVING
1.

2.

3.

KEY POINTS

EYE PROTECTION

. The order for putting on your PPE is, wash your hands,
then fit your face mask, then your glasses and finally your
gloves

1.

The order you take PPE off to prevent cross-contamination
is, gloves, glasses if you used them, wash your hands, face
mask, wash your hands again.

2.

They should be placed on and taken off using only the side
arms and this should be after washing hands.

3.

All should conform to BS EN 166:2002 or any equivalent
standard or any equivalent standard

Eye protection is optional and to be used if identified as a
critical need following risk assessment. They should be

optically clear and resistant to ‘fogging’

As well as wearing and following PPE guidelines, you
should also clearly remind ALL our colleagues that other

The sequence of putting on and taking off PPE
is crucial in avoiding cross-contamination.
In order to achieve this, Saint-Gobain recommends;
•

Always use the side arms when removing or
fitting safety glasses if the need is identified

•

Prescription glasses do not provide protection, in
this case use over glasses or goggles.

•

Disposable PPE can go into general waste bins
whilst complying with good housekeeping and
hygiene standards.

•

PPE used by proven or suspected cases, should
be bagged and stored on site for 3 days before
being bagged and disposed of.

•

Don’t forget other PPE that is required to keep
the user safe during normal work activities

PPE must still be worn as required e.g. Safety Boots,
Gloves, Hi Vis etc.
4.

Colleagues should also ensure their PPE and uniforms are

cleaned regularly.

1.

2.
3.

4.

GLOVES

The way you should remove gloves to best protect yourself from
infection is to grasp the outside of the cuff of the glove and peel off,

holding the glove in the gloved hand, insert the finger underneath and
peel off second glove. Dispose of them correctly, wash your hands.
If disposable gloves are used off site, they MUST be bagged and brought
back to the branch or site and disposed of correctly
Re-usable gloves used at sites should be cleaned and sanitised
regularly by the user
Nitrile gloves are recommended and should conform to EN ISO 3745:2016 or equivalent standard.

DISPOSAL
1.

Disposable PPE can be disposed of in the normal waste containers,
but please ensure it cannot be reused.

2.

Normal housekeeping rules apply, everything should be within
bins or skips and not on the floor surrounding.

3.

Please be responsible whenn disposing of PPE

4.

If a confirmed or suspected case of COVID-19 is identified for a
colleague at work, the used PPE should be bagged and stored for 3
days, then bagged and disposed of responsibly

click here for
face mask
fitting guidance

LOGISTICS

5

5 LOGISTICS

click here for
additional best
practice examples

CALL INRECEIVING
CUSTOMERS
GOODS-IN
1.

2.

3.

1.

Suppliers should be notified in advance of general
expectations for distancing & hygiene.

2.

All visitors must wash hands thoroughly on arrival &
wait in designated areas thereafter.
Two-person lifts should only be used where safe

3.

4.
5.

MAKING DELIVERIES
1.

Delivery load planning is essential for minimising
interpersonal contact & for scheduling time slots.

2.

Drivers must ensure social distances & hand
hygiene standards throughout.
Drivers must remain empowered to provide clear

3.

but polite verbal guidance where necessary to
ensure any receiving customers do not jeopardise
their safety by not following general safety
guidelines.

KEY POINTS

SUPPLIERS & SUPPLY CHAIN

When receiving goods-in, social distances must
be continually maintained between all people,
including supplier Drivers & handlers.
Floor line demarcations, Driver waiting areas &
supporting signage may suffice but more formal
processes and physical barriers may be
necessary depending on risk assessment
findings.
All additional control measures require
increased levels of supervision.

distancing can be maintained. If not possible, strict
control measures should be adhered to in line with this
guidance
Deliveries by courier should be made at safe
distances.
Please see further logistics & Driver safety guidance
by using the top right red icon

DELIVERY DRIVER SAFETY
1.
2.
3.

4.
5.

Drivers must wash hands before leaving & on return.
Use surface sanitising wipes for inside vehicle cabs before &
after a shift or changing vehicles.
Use hand sanitiser after each delivery & use surface
sanitising wipes after each use of electronic and hand held
devices.
Replace masks & replenish hand sanitisers frequently.
Drivers must be empowered to decide if the delivery is safe
to complete or not. See additional Driver safety guidance.

click here for
additional logistics
safety guidance

•

Inform suppliers of safety rules in advance
of resuming goods-in operations

•

Provide clear signage & instructions for
customers, suppliers & visitors

•

All visitors to wash hands immediately on
entering site

•

Take key information from customers to
plan loads & deliveries so safe distances &
hygiene can be maintained

•

Maintain high hygiene standards
(personal, vehicle cab & equipment)

•

Empower Drivers to politely inform
customers of safety rules

5

LOGISTICS

click here for
additional best
practice examples

1.

2.

Safe social distances must be observed for handling &
moving goods without jeopardising manual handling
safety. Where the social distancing measures (2 metres)
cannot be applied: • Minimise the frequency and time
workers are within 2 metres of each other • Minimise the
number of workers involved in these tasks • Workers
should work side by side, or facing away from each other,
rather than face to face • Workers should wash their
hands before and after using any equipment
Use disposable surgical gloves for unpacking goods-in or
products recently handled by others.

1.

2.

3.

DELIVERY TRANSACTIONAL SAFETY
1.

2.

3.

Transactions should be card only (no cash) & be
made in advance. Drivers should not be required to

handle cash.
POD should not involve sharing or transferring of
pens or the passing of delivery advice notes.
Where POD cannot be done safely alternatives
such as photographs should be used.
Payment transactions should not jeopardise safe
distancing & hygiene measures.

KEY POINTS

OTHER LOGISTIC EQUIPMENT

CALL INHANDLING
CUSTOMERS
PRODUCTS

Gloves must be worn when using pallet trucks,
sack barrows, or load securing mechanisms or
they should be sanitised (wiped) before use.
Users must avoid touching their face at all times
when using equipment which is also used by
others (even if sanitised).
Logistics zones should be equipped with hand
sanitiser stations, wipes & clear signage for Covid19 safety practices.

2.

3.
4.

Not all logistical scenarios can be foreseen or
taken into account, especially in unfamiliar

environments.
Stop, think & make dynamic assessment of risks to
ensure adequate precautions are taken for each
logistics activity or situation.
Do not put yourself or others at risk to receive
goods in or complete deliveries
Eliminating virus transmission is the only priority.

•

Always maintain 2m distances wherever
possible unless additional protective
measures have been adopted

•

Wear disposable gloves or sanitise hands
after handling goods & products

•

Observe transactional safety & hygiene
standards at all times

•

Sanitise logistics equipment & vehicle cabs
before use & wear gloves

•

Transactions must not jeopardise safe
distancing & hygiene standards

•

Provide hand sanitiser stations & signage in
logistics locations

•

Dynamically risk assess – stop and think take
precautions

DYNAMIC RISK ASSESSMENTS
1.

click here for
additional logistics
safety guidance

HIERARCHY

6

The measures necessary to minimise the risk of spread of infection rely on everyone in Saint-Gobain
taking responsibility for their actions and behaviours. Please encourage an open and collaborative
approach between colleagues and third parties / customers on site where any issues can be openly
discussed and addressed.

HIERARCHY

6

WorkersELIMINATE
who are unwell with

REDUCE

symptoms of Coronavirus (Covid-19)

Where it is not possible to maintain a

PPE

Where the social distancing

Keep groups of workers that have to

Where face to face working is essential

two metre distance, each activity should

measures (2 metres) cannot be

work within 2 metres:

to carry out a task when working

be risk assessed using this hierarchy of

within 2 metres:

controls and against any business-

should not travel to or attend the

applied:

workplace

specific guidance

1.

Rearrange tasks to enable them to be

1.

done by one person where possible ,
or by maintaining distancing
measures
2.

Consider alternative or additional

3.

4.

Only essential workers should be on

needs
5.

All other colleagues should be
encouraged wherever possible to
work from home

other

within teams unless you have to)

Workers should work side by side, or

Plan traffic and pedestrian routes to

times
Regularly clean common
touchpoints, doors, buttons, handles,

sites and only then if they are

absolutely essential to customer

in teams e.g. (do not change workers

reduce congestion and contact at all

4.

vehicle cabs, tools, equipment etc.
5.

•Increase ventilation in enclosed
spaces

6.

Try to get colleagues to work together

workers are within 2 metres of each

than face to face

mechanical aids to reduce worker
interface

1.

2.

facing away from each other, rather

Avoid skin to skin and face to face
contact

3.

2.

Minimise the frequency and time

Workers should wash their hands
before and after using any equipment

CONTROL

ISOLATE

REDUCE

ELIMINATE

3.

1.

Keep this to 15 minutes or less where

PPE
1.

possible
2.

Consider introducing an enhanced

Be mindful that masks are the last
resort in the hierarchy

2.

Re-usable PPEshould be thoroughly

Keep the team size as small as

authorisation process for these

cleaned after use and not shared

possible

activities including permit to work for

between workers

Keep teams away from other

complex situations

colleagues where possible

3.

3.

Provide additional supervision to
monitor and manage compliance

Single use PPE should be disposed of so
that it cannot be reused

4.

Effective supervision should be provided
at all times to ensure colleagues are
working in accordance with protocols
•

STAY SAFE STAY ALERT

EHS HUB

For all your information and support needs – click the HUB

